Langmuir probe measurements in an expanding magnetized plasma
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Langmuir probe measurements are performed in magnetized expanding plasmas of different compositions. The influence of the magnetic field on the currents collected by the probe in an argon plasma is investigated at two different flows and for two different probe sizes. The experimental results are compared to existing theories. A decrease in the ratio of electron to ion saturation currents is found both in theory and experimentally. However, the theoretically predicted dependence of the ratio of electron to ion saturation current on probe diameter is not observed. An empirically derived function is fitted to the data. Under the assumption that the function fitted to the results in argon is valid in other plasmas, it is possible to determine relative ion densities in magnetized nitrogen and hydrogen plasmas. It is found that the dominant ionic species in both plasmas is the atomic ion \( \text{N}^+ \) and \( \text{H}^+ \), respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

Expanding plasmas have become increasingly interesting for application to a wide variety of technologies. As a hydrogen particle source they are used for surface modification, passivation, and plasma cleaning of iron archaeological art facts [1]. The argon hydrogen plasma serves as a precursor to deposition plasmas that are used for fast deposition of amorphous hydrogenated silicon (\( \text{a-Si:H} \)), amorphous carbon (\( \text{a-C:H} \)), diamond, and silicon nitride (\( \text{SiN}_x \)) layers [2–4]. The nitrogen plasma has applications to surface treatment by nitriding to realize hard anticorrosive layers such as titanium nitride (\( \text{TiN} \)), and is of fundamental interest in the study of \( \text{N}_2/\text{O}_2 \) mixtures for the understanding of reentry problems with spacecraft.

To investigate two of the principal characteristics of a plasma, the ionization degree and temperature of the plasma, the static Langmuir probe is one of the most widely used techniques. However, the theory of such probes under not-so-ideal circumstances, such as the application of a magnetic field, is still a topic of much research. In this paper we will investigate the effect of a magnetic field on Langmuir probe characteristics for several different plasma conditions and compositions and the applicability of the existing theory.

II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Cascaded arc plasma

The plasma source used is the cascaded arc [Fig. 1(a)], with three cathodes, a stack of four isolated copper plates with a 4-mm bore, and an anode nozzle. The current can be varied, but is set to 50 A in the experiments described here. The voltage drop depends on the gas flow rate and gas composition and ranges from 50–100 V. Details of the operation of the cascaded arc can be found in [5]. The gas is injected at the cathode side and is dissociated and ionized in the arc channel. The plasma is then allowed to expand supersonically into a low-pressure chamber [Fig. 1(b)].

The ion density at larger distances from the nozzle can be increased by applying a magnetic field. For this purpose a coil around the nozzle provides a diverging magnetic field downstream that is parallel to the plasma flow with a maximum field strength of 40 mT. An overview of all relevant parameters during the experiments is given in Table I.

B. Planar probe

For the investigation of the electron temperature and density of the plasma, two planar probes were constructed. The probes [Fig. 2(a)] are circular probes made out of tungsten. A...
probe with a diameter of 4 mm and one with a diameter of 1.8 mm were used. The edges of the probe are shielded off by a ceramic \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) tube. Although it has been argued by Schott [6] that the charge collected on the tube will distort the field in front of the probe in an uncontrollable way, this is thought not to be of great influence on the plasmas under investigation here, because the electron density in the plasmas under investigation is of the order of \( 10^{17} \text{–} 10^{18} \text{ m}^{-3} \) and the temperature is \( 0.1\text{–}0.5 \text{ eV} \). The Debye length consequently is of the order of \( 10^{-5} \text{ m} \). The distortion of the field by the ceramic tube will therefore be limited to an area much smaller than the probe area. An advantage of this design is that no edge effects need be taken into account. Furthermore, it is possible to use this probe in combination with a laser in photoionization and photodetachment experiments [7] without exposing the probe surface to the laser beam.

The probe is placed inside the plasma at a distance of 25 cm from the nozzle for argon and nitrogen and 16 cm for hydrogen. The normal to the probe surface is parallel to the flow and the applied magnetic field. The current collected by the probe is measured as a function of applied potential relative to ground. A schematic overview of the circuit is given in Fig. 3(a).

For double probe measurements, a similar probe design was used [Fig. 2(b)]. The probe consists of two circular tungsten disks (diameter 1.8 mm) mounted inside a ceramic tube, 2 mm apart. In this setup the current through the probe is measured as a function of applied potential difference. The complete setup is therefore floating with respect to ground. An overview of the setup is given in Fig. 3(b).

### III. THEORY

#### A. Single planar probe

In the experiments described, the single planar probe is immersed in a plasma and the current is measured as a function of the applied potential. If a large positive potential is applied, the current drawn from the plasma to the probe saturates. The electron current is then limited to the random flux of electrons in the sheath around the probe. As was shown in the Sec. II B, the Debye length in the plasma is very small (of the order of \( 10^{-5} \text{ m} \)) compared to the probe diameter.

---

**TABLE I. Overview of experimental conditions.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ar flow</td>
<td>0.3 and 1 slm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{N}_2 ) flow</td>
<td>1.4 slm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{H}_2 ) flow</td>
<td>2 slm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arc current</td>
<td>50 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamber pressure</td>
<td>10–30 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic field</td>
<td>0–18 mT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The collection surface, consequently, can be taken to be equal to the actual probe surface $A_p$. If no magnetic field is applied, the mean-free path of the electrons is in the range of 0.5 mm, for argon, to 7 mm, for hydrogen, i.e., much larger than the thickness of the sheath and of the order of the probe radius. For this case the electron saturation current $I_e$ is given by [8]

$$I_e = - \frac{1}{2} n_{e0} \bar{v}_e e A_p,$$

with $n_{e0}$ the electron density of the undisturbed plasma, $\bar{v}_e$ the electrons’ mean velocity, and $e$ the electron charge. A Maxwellian velocity distribution is assumed so that $\bar{v}_e = \sqrt{(8/\pi)(kT_e/m_e)}$, with $T_e$ the electron temperature and $k$ Boltzmann’s constant.

In the expanding plasma the ion temperature $T_i$ is approximately equal to the electron temperature. It was shown by Laframboise [9] that in this case ($T_i \approx T_e$) ion collection does not differ from electron collection and no so-called presheath [10] is present. The ion saturation current $I_{i,x}$ at high negative potentials, is then given by an expression very similar to (1) and the ratio between electron and ion saturation current becomes

$$\frac{I_{es}}{I_{i,x}} = \sqrt{\frac{m_e}{m_i}},$$

which is 270 for argon.

**B. Single planar probe in a strong magnetic field**

The situation is considerably more complicated if a magnetic field is applied. When the magnetic field is sufficiently strong, the electrons will be confined to the magnetic field lines. The electron current collected by the probe will, due to this confinement, be reduced. Although there have been several theoretical studies [10–12], there is still no consistent theory to fully explain the reduction. Most widely used is the theory of Bohm et al. [10].

When a magnetic field is applied, the electrons will be forced into a circular motion with a radius $\rho_e$ equal to the Larmor radius

$$\rho_e = \frac{m_e \bar{v}}{e B},$$

with $B$ the applied magnetic field. If the Larmor radius becomes smaller than the mean-free path of the electron ($\rho_e < \lambda$), the plasma is effectively confined. If, under these conditions, the Larmor radius is also smaller than the dimensions perpendicular to the magnetic field of the probe ($\rho_e < r_p$, in the case of a planar probe with the normal of its surface parallel to the magnetic field), the current to the probe is limited by diffusion. The particle flux to the probe in this case is given by

$$\bar{\Gamma} = -D \cdot \nabla n - n \bar{\mu} \cdot \nabla V.$$  

The diffusivity $D$ and the mobility $\bar{\mu}$ are anisotropic, due to the magnetic field. The diffusion along the magnetic-field lines remains unchanged ($D_\perp = \frac{1}{2} \lambda \bar{v}$), but the components perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field $D_\parallel$ are reduced:

$$D_\parallel = \frac{D_e}{1 + (\lambda/\rho_e)^2}.$$  

It is assumed that Einstein’s relation $\mu = e D/kT$ is still valid. For a planar, circular probe with the normal of its surface parallel to the magnetic field, the electron saturation current then becomes [13]

$$I_{es} = I_0 \beta,$$

with $I_0$ the undisturbed, random current given by Eq. (1) and a reduction $\beta(B)$ due to the magnetic field of

$$\beta = \left(1 + \frac{\pi F_B r_p}{8} \left[1 + (\lambda/\rho_e)^2\right]^{1/2}\right)^{-1}.$$  

The ratio of saturation currents becomes

$$\frac{I_{es}}{I_{i,x}} = \sqrt{\frac{m_i}{m_e}} \beta.$$  

**C. Double Langmuir probe [14]**

The saturation current to a floating double probe is given by (similar to Eq. (1)):

$$I_{i,x1,2} = \pm \frac{1}{2} n_{e0} \bar{v}_e n + q A_{p1,2},$$

with $A_{p1,2}$ the surface area of the probe considered and $q_+$ the charge of the ion. For small potentials current is also carried by the electrons and the current through the probes is given by

$$I_p = I_{e1} - I_{e2} = I_{es1} e^{V_1/kT_e} - I_{es2} \quad (V_p < 0),$$

$$I_p = I_{e1} - I_{e2} = I_{es1} e^{V_1/kT_e} - I_{es2} \quad (V_p > 0).$$

After rearranging Eq. (10) to

$$\frac{I_p - I_{e1}}{I_{e1} - I_{e2}} = \frac{A_{p1}}{A_{p2}} e^{V_p/kT_e},$$

the electron temperature is obtained. Because $T_i = T_e$, the ion (electron) density can be calculated from Eq. (9). It is easily seen, by inserting the electron current from Eq. (6) into Eq. (10), that the presence of a magnetic field does not change the characteristics of the double probe [Eq. (11)].

**IV. ARGON PLASMA**

To check the validity and applicability of the theory, measurements were performed in a pure argon plasma at two different flows (0.3 and 1 slm). The pumping speed was kept constant, resulting in chamber pressures of 11 Pa at 0.3-slm flow and 27 Pa at 1 slm. The two probes as described in Sec. II were placed with the normal of their surfaces parallel to the magnetic field at a distance of 24 cm from the nozzle. Measurements were made at magnetic fields between 0 and 16 mT. The probe characteristics at different magnetic fields
at an argon flow of 0.3 slm, measured by the larger probe (4-mm diameter) are shown in Fig. 4. The electron densities and temperatures measured by the double probe are shown in Fig. 5. The ratio of electron to ion saturation currents as a function of the magnetic field for flows of 0.3 and 1 slm is shown in Figs. 6(a) and 7(a), respectively. The same ratios are shown as a function of the Hall parameter $\lambda/\rho_e$ in Figs. 6(b) and 7(b).

It was found that the current ratios in the absence of a magnetic field range between 290 and 350. The theory of a probe with a collisionless sheath as described in the Sec. III A predicts a value of 270. The mean-free path for electron-ion collisions is 1.6 mm at 0.3-slm flow (11 Pa) and 0.3 mm at 1-slm flow (27 Pa). The mean-free path for collisions with neutral particles is much larger ($>2$ cm at $p=27$ Pa, $T_e=0.25$ eV). The Debye length is of the order of $10^{-6}$ m in both plasmas. Under these conditions the assumption of a collisionless sheath can be made. The discrepancy between the theoretically predicted ratio of electron to ion saturation current of 270 and the experimental result of 290±30 is possibly caused by the probe geometry.

With electron temperature and density measured by the double probe as input parameters, Eq. (8) was used to calculate the ratio of electron to ion saturation current at different values of the magnetic field. The results of these calculations are also shown in Figs. 6 and 7. In the case of the higher (1 slm) argon flow (Fig. 7), confinement is reached at a higher magnetic field, due to the smaller mean-free path caused by a higher electron (ion) density. Therefore Eq. (8) becomes valid at higher magnetic fields. The theoretical values at $B=0$ are calculated using Eq. (2).

It can be seen in these figures that there is qualitative agreement between theory and the experiments performed. The dependence on probe radius as predicted in Eq. (7) is not observed for either of the two flows. A possible explanation may be found in the fact that the flow of the plasma was neglected in the derivation of the equations. Also, the ceramic tubes around the probe will influence the flow pattern near the probes.

In order to be able to describe the dependency of the

FIG. 4. Single probe characteristics at different magnetic fields, measured with a 4-mm-probe diameter, in an argon flow of 1 slm. The enlargement shows the development of ion saturation current with magnetic field.

FIG. 5. Electron density and electron temperature measured by the Langmuir double probe. Squares are measurements in a flow of 0.3 slm ($\square$, $n_e$; $\triangle$, $T_e$), triangles are results in a flow of 1 slm ($\triangle$, $n_e$; $\triangle$, $T_e$).

FIG. 6. Current ratio as a function of magnetic field (a) and as a function of the Hall parameter (b) in an argon plasma with a total flow of 0.3 slm. The circles (○, measurements; ●, calculations) are results with a 1.8-mm-probe diameter. The squares (□, measurements; ■, calculations) are results with a 4-mm-probe diameter.
current ratio on the applied magnetic field empirically, the probe ratio dependency was removed from Eq. (7). A variable $l$ is now introduced as a fitting parameter:

$$\beta^* = \left(1 + \frac{\pi}{8} \frac{l}{\lambda} \left[1 + (\lambda/\rho_e)^2\right]^{1/2}\right)^{-1}. \quad (12)$$

The best fit is obtained with $l = 1.2 \pm 0.2$ mm. Using this value the difference between theory and measurements is less than 20% for both flows and both probe radii.

V. NITROGEN

If it is assumed that the empirically derived equation [Eq. (12)] and value for $l$ are also valid for gases other than argon, it is possible to use the probe in the investigation of other, more complicated, magnetized plasmas. One of the plasmas of interest in surface modification and deposition studies is the nitrogen plasma. For the investigation the setup described in Sec. II was used. A pure nitrogen plasma was created with a total flow of 1.4 slm at a pressure inside the vessel of 23 Pa. The electron densities vary between $0.7 \times 10^{17}$ m$^{-3}$ at $B=0$ and $5 \times 10^{17}$ m$^{-3}$ at $B=4.5$ mT. The measured ratios of saturation currents at different values of the magnetic field are shown in Fig. 8. Because nitrogen forms two possible ions (N$^+$ and N$_2^+$) the current ratio will be determined by the relative densities of these ions:

$$\frac{I_{es}}{I_{s}} = \sqrt{\frac{m_{N^+} (n_{N^+} + 2n_{N_2^+})}{m_+ n_+}} \beta^* \quad (13)$$

with $n_{N^+}$ and $n_{N_2^+}$ the N$^+$ and N$_2^+$ densities, and $n_+$ the total ion density. In Fig. 5 the calculated current ratios are given for two distinct cases: $n_{N^+}/n_+ = 1$ and $n_{N^+}/n_+ = 0$. It is clear that a best fit would yield $n_{N^+}/n_+ = 1$. Taking into account the accuracy derived in Sec. IV, it is possible to conclude that in this magnetized plasma the atomic ion N$^+$ is the dominant ionic species. This result is in agreement with mass spectrometry measurements performed by Dahiya et al. [15]. Simple kinetic considerations can be used to understand this result: Due to the high energy density inside the arc, N$^+$ will be the dominant ion at the nozzle. Any N$_2^+$ that might be produced downstream will be quickly destroyed, because the destruction of N$_2^+$ through the dissociative recombination $N_2^+ + e^- \rightarrow 2N$ is far more efficient than the three-particle recombination $N^+ + e + M \rightarrow N+M$ needed to neutralize N$^+$. N$^+$ is therefore likely to be the dominant ion downstream in the plasma.

VI. HYDROGEN

An even more complex plasma is the hydrogen plasma. Hydrogen is known to form many different ions H$^+$, H$_2^+$, H$_3^+$, and even larger ionic molecules [16]. Besides these positive ions, the negative ion H$^-$ is also stable. This makes it impossible to make a full quantitative analysis of the distribution of the charged particles in hydrogen using the method described. However, some qualitative conclusions can be drawn from an investigation of the saturation currents.

In Fig. 9 the saturation current ratio in a pure hydrogen plasma, at a distance of 16 cm from the nozzle, at a flow rate of 2 slm and a chamber pressure of 23 Pa, is shown as a
function of the magnetic field. The electron densities vary between $0.1 \times 10^{17}$ m$^{-3}$ and $14 \times 10^{17}$ m$^{-3}$ for magnetic fields between 0 and 18 mT. Without going fully into the theories that exist about probe analysis in the presence of negative ions [17], it is possible to estimate from the current ratios whether or not H$^-$ is the dominant negative particle. Because of the difference in mobility between electrons and H$^-$, the density of H$^-$ needs to be a factor of 10 higher than the electron density for the ion to be the dominant negative particle. If H$^-$ would be the dominant negative particle, the saturation current at $B=0$ would be between 1 and 2, depending on the distribution of positive-ion densities (H$^+$/H$^+$ would yield a current ratio of 1; H$^+$/H$^+$ would yield 1.7). At increased magnetic field this ratio would remain within this region because neither of the ions (positive or negative) is yet confined. As all of the above predicted observations are not found in these measurements, it is concluded that the dominant negative particle is the electron rather than the negative ion. The saturation current in this case becomes [see also Eq. (13)]

$$I_{cs} = \sqrt{\frac{m_{H^+}}{m_e} \sum_{p=1}^{n_{H^+} + n_e} \frac{p n_{H^+}}{n_e} \beta^*},$$

with $p$ the number of atoms in an ion and $n_{H^+}$ the density of the H$^+$ ion. In Fig. 9 the calculated current ratios are given for $n_{H^+}/n_e = 1$ and $n_{H^+}/n_e = 1$. From these calculations it is possible to conclude that in the magnetized hydrogen plasma the dominant ion is H$^+$. The arguments that were used to explain the results in nitrogen are also applicable to hydrogen. This result is therefore in agreement with the simple kinetic considerations explained in Sec. V.

**VII. CONCLUSIONS**

In the comparison of experiments to existing theory on the ratio of electron to ion saturation currents, the dependency on probe radius, as predicted by the theory, was not observed. Therefore the theory was used to derive an empirical formula that describes the ratio of electron saturation to ion saturation current. Under the assumption that this empirical formula remains valid in plasmas with a different composition, it was possible to derive relative ion densities in magnetized nitrogen and hydrogen plasmas.
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